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Abstract. The Hubble Catalog of Variables (HCV) is a 3 year ESA funded project that aims
to develop a set of algorithms to identify variables among the sources included in the Hubble
Source Catalog (HSC) and produce the HCV. We will process all HSC sources with more than
a predefined number of measurements in a single filter/instrument combination and compute
a range of lightcurve features to determine the variability status of each source. At the end of
the project, the first release of the Hubble Catalog of Variables will be made available at the
Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes (MAST) and the ESA Science Archives. The variability
detection pipeline will be implemented at the Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI) so that
updated versions of the HCV may be created following the future releases of the HSC.
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1. Introduction
The Hubble Catalog of Variables is a project aiming to automatically detect photo-
metric variability, among the sources contained in the Hubble Source Catalog (Whitmore
et al. 2016). The current version of the HSC contains more than 90 million sources ob-
served over the 26 years of Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The catalog is very diverse,
as it includes observations obtained with more than 100 filter/instrument combinations
(see contribution by Steve Lubow, this volume). Our plan is to process all HSC sources
that have more than a predefined number of observations in one or more filter/instrument
combinations. The process involves the identification and rejection of bad measurements,
improving the photometry by determining and applying local zero-point corrections, cal-
culating lightcurve features and creating a list of candidate variables. After processing
the HSC, the list of candidate variables will automatically be validated to filter out arti-
facts and generate a list of true variables. According to the requirements of the project,
the pipeline should not take longer than a couple of months to run. At the end of our
project, the pipeline and the catalog (HCV) will be incorporated in the Mikulski Archive
for Space Telescopes (MAST) maintained by STScI. ESA Science Archives will host the
catalog as well.
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Table 1: The list of variability indexes calculated by the HCV pipeline.
Index Errors Order Time
Scatter-based indexes
reduced χ2 statistic - χ2
red
√
weighted standard deviation - σw
√
median absolute deviation - MAD
interquartile range - IQR
robust median statistic - RoMS
√
normalized excess variance - σ2
NXS
√
normalized peak-to-peak amplitude - u
√
Correlation-based indexes
Stetson’s I index
√ √ √
Stetson’s J index
√ √ √
time-weighted Stetson’s J(time)
√ √ √
clipped Stetson’s J(clipped)
√ √ √
Stetson’s L index
√ √ √
time-weighted Stetson’s L(time)
√ √ √
clipped Stetson’s L(clipped)
√ √ √
consecutive same sign deviations - CSSD
√
excursions - Ex
√ √ √
autocorrelation - l1
√
inverse von Neumann ratio - 1/η
√
excess Abbe value EA
√ √
SB statistic
√ √
2. Methodology
Our goal is to exploit the data contained in the HSC, therefore direct image comparison
techniques are not applicable. Moreover, since we are not aiming to detect a specific type
of variable, a generic period search will not be useful. In order to identify variables within
the HSC, the HCV pipeline uses lightcurve features which quantify the variability of a
lightcurve. We call these features Variability Indexes (VIs). Our pipeline has a library
of 20 VIs, which we classify as scatter-based and correlation-based indexes. The first
category takes into account the scatter of the points of the lightcurve, while the second
uses the correlation between the points. Table 1 shows the list of variability indexes we
have implemented in our pipeline. The first column shows the name of the VI, while the
next three indicate the use of the magnitude errors, the order and the time of observations,
respectively. A detailed description of the variability indexes and their effectiveness can
be found in Sokolovsky et al. (2017). We have selected a large number of different VIs
as they may highlight different variability patterns, thus by using all these indexes, our
pipeline is able to detect many different types of variables.
We assume that a variable source will have a value in at least one VI that is significantly
different from the value expected for a constant source of similar brightness observed in
the same field. As the HSC contains millions of sources and a small percentage are
variable, we expect to have a ”sea of constant sources” and few variables that stand out
in a magnitude vs. variability index diagram. In Figure 1 we present such a diagram for
the interquartile range (IQR) variability index and 2 sources have been selected as an
example. The blue source clearly stands out from the locus of constant stars on the plot.
This source is variable, as illustrated by its lightcurve in Figure 1. On the other hand,
the red source which lies in the region of the diagram with low IQR values, is constant.
The next step is to reduce dimensionality by applying principal components analysis
(PCA) on the normalized variability indexes. This analysis showed that PC1 contains
about 60% of the variance in the data.
Finally, we consider as candidate variables those sources that do not cluster with the
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Figure 1: Left : Magnitude vs. IQR diagram for a field in M31. We mark 2 sources, one
with a high value (blue) and one with a low value (red) of IQR. Right : Lightcurves of
the selected sources.
main population in an admixture coefficients diagram like the one presented in Figure 2,
where the admixture coefficients a1 and a2 are plotted.
Variables in M31 based on the HSCv1 using PCA 11
Table 4. Numbers of the known, recovered, new variables and false positives selected by PCA with both filters mode, in each field.
Field Name # known variables # recovered variables # new variables false positives
Halo11 88 78 (89%) xx xx
Stream 22 21 (95%) xx xx
Disk 21 21 (100%) xx xx
Figure 10. a1, a2 distribution for the Halo11 sources; all sources
are represented with grey dots. The PCA candidates are marked
with black points. RR Lyrae stars and other variables from Brown
et al. (2004) are also highlighted: the LPVs/semiregulars with
red empty squares, the RR Lyrae stars with green empty circles,
the RR Lyrae star candidates with black empty diamonds, the
EBs with black empty triangles, the dwarf Cepheid with black
empty star, the possible anomalous Cepheids with black empty
pentagons, the postAGB star with black asterisk. The two boxes
represent the preliminary (solid line) and fine-tuning (dashed line)
selection process, see text for details. The red dashed lines indi-
cate the zero-centered axes. (Maybe just write “Color coding
as in Fig. 7”.)
Table 5 lists the HSCv1 ID, coordinates, median magni-
tudes, number of points in the light curves and classification,
for the final list of 20? new confirmed variables. Candidates
for wich nor a robust classification or rejection were possible
are listed in Table 6.
Check the list of candidates with the list of Ming
outliers
The “candidate variables” (that could not be rejected as
“artifacts”) are listed in a separate table, a complete version
of which is only available in the electronic version of the
paper.
Figure 11 shows their position (black points) on the
CMD together with all sources (grey dots) and variable
stars from Brown et al. (2004): LPVs (red open squares),
RR Lyrae stars (green empty circles), RR Lyrae star can-
didates (black empty diamonds), EBs (black empty trian-
gles), postAGB star (black asterisk). The new variables are
marked with black empty circles (Update color coding
in the plot).
Figure 11. Update color and expanding codingColor mag-
nitude distribution for sources in Halo11 field. All sources are rep-
resented with grey dots, the PCA variable candidates are high-
lighted with black points. Also plotted are the variables from
Brown et al. (2004): the LPVs with red empty squares, the RR
Lyrae stars with green empty circles, the RR Lyrae star candi-
dates with black diamonds, the EBs with black empty triangles,
the dwarf Cepheid with black empty star, the possible anomalous
Cepheids with black empty pentagons, the postAGB star with
black asterisk. Black empty circles represent the new variables.
Stream field
IDA PLEASE WRITE THIS FOLLOWING THE HALO11
EXAMPLE +++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++
Disk field
IDA PLEASE WRITE THIS FOLLOWING THE HALO11
EXAMPLE +++++++++++++++++++++++++
+++++++++++++++
5 DISCUSSION
The two-step approach to automatically retrieve variable
star candidates from huge datasets is based on some as-
sumption, discussed below.
(i) There exists variability information in the sample
studied.
The variability indices by construction highlight the vari-
ability information encoded in the light curves, while the
magnitude is an important factor in distinguishing between
c© 2016 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–14
Figure 2: Left : a1, a2 plot for the M31 Halo11 sources. Right : CMD diagram for the Halo
11 sources. The PCA candidates are marked with black points. Known variables are also
highlighted.
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Figure 3: HSC light urve of a newly identified variable candidate.
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3. Implementation
The HCV is implemented as a distributed pipeline system that employs state of the art
technology to assure its extensibility and scalability objectives. It utilises, among other
technologies, a distributed computing engine (Apache Spark) to manage the distribution
of work over the computational and memory resources and a high throughput distributed
filesystem (HDFS) to host and serve data, compute intermediate results and outputs. The
entire system resides on a multi-host virtualised infrastructure.
4. Application to M31
We applied our algorithm to a field located along the M31 minor axis, at 11 kpc from
the center (M31 Halo11 hereafter), trying to recover all known variables and detect new
ones. M31 Halo11 was observed by HST with the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS;
Avila et al., 2016) in two filters, F606W & F814W, with mean number of observations
27 and 32, respectively. Using our method we were able to recover ∼90% of the known
variables existing in the HSC and identify about 50 new candidates (Moretti et al., in
prep). In Figure 2, our PCA candidates are marked with black points, while the various
types of known variables from Brown et al., (2004) are presented with different shapes
and colors. In particular, LPVs/semiregulars are shown with red empty squares, RR
Lyrae with blue empty circles, RR Lyrae candidates are black empty diamonds, eclipsing
binaries are presented as black empty triangles, δ Scuti stars are black empty stars,
anomalous Cepheids are shown with black empty pentagons and a post-AGB star with
a black asterisk. Furthermore, the color-magnitude diagram is presented using the same
color coding. Figure 3 shows an example of a lightcurve of one of our newly identified
variable candidates.
5. Summary
We highlighted the basic aspects of the Hubble Catalog of Variables project. In HCV
we will process all the astronomical objects in the Hubble Source Catalog by calculating
a wide variety of lightcurve features (i.e. variability indexes). We will also apply a PCA
analysis to identify the variable sources using a multi-dimensional optimization approach.
We demonstrated an application of the method to the M31 Halo11 field where we re-
covered ∼90% of the known variables and identified about 50 new candidates, which are
currently under investigation.
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